
Themes: good overcoming evil; 
truth; honesty; redemption through 
love and kindness

Main characters

Karl Karl is the clockmaker’s pessimistic apprentice. His 
appreniticeship is about to end but he hasn’t made a 
figurine for the Glockenheim clock like he was 
supposed to. He is panicking.

Fritz Fritz is an optimistic storyteller who has  arrived at 
the tavern to tell his latest story – only, he hasn’t yet 
written the ending…

Gretl Gretl is the daughter of the tavern’s innkeeper. She 
encounters Sir Ironside and Prince Florian. 

Dr Kalmenius
Dr Kalmenius is also a clockmaker with a dark side. 
He is responsible for encouraging Karl to                            
use Sir Ironside as his new figurine in the                      
clock. He has also been working for Otto…

Herr 
Ringelmann

Herr Ringelmann is the clockmaker to whom Karl has 
been apprenticed. He is expecting Karl to unveil his 
new figurine in the Glockenheim clock tomorrow.

Prince Otto & 
Princess 
Mariposa

Princess Mariposa longs for a child. Prince                            
Otto commissions Dr Kalmenius to make                              
one for her. Only Dr Kalmenius and Otto                      
know the secret…

Florian Florian is Prince Otto’s and Mariposa’s son.

“Once you’ve wound them up , nothing will stop them; they 
move on forwards till they reach their destined end, and no 
matter how much the characters would like to change their 
fate, they can’t.”

PLOT: Tick, tick, tick, tock. Once you've wound some things up 
nothing can stop them . . .

It is a cold winter's night when Karl enters the White Horse Tavern 
looking like he's swallowed a thundercloud. His final task as a 
clockmaker apprentice is to make a new figure for the great clock of 
Glockenheim. He has not made the figure - or got any idea of what it 
could be, and the unveiling is tomorrow.
Fritz is also in the tavern; there to read aloud his new spooky story. 
Like Karl, he hasn't finished. Well, he knows how the story starts and 
he knows it's called Clockwork - so, with the snow swirling down 
outside, he sets his story going and just has to hope that the ending 
will come to him as he tells it.

Suddenly, Fritz's story and real life merge in a completely sinister way 
- and just like clockwork it can't be stopped . . .

Simile
The sun was as round and shiny as a gold coin.

Metaphor
The sun was a round, shiny gold coin.

“…Fritz was an optimist and Karl was a pessimist, and that 
makes all the difference in the world…..He was going to 
wind up the story, set it going and make up the end when 
he got there…he was an optimist“



Conjunctions

Subordinating Coordinating

so that after
For

And

Nor

But

Or

Yet

So

unless although

until as

when because

whenever before

where even if

whereas if

wherever that

while once

however since

Simple sentences: These contain one idea as a main clause. A verb and a 
subject must be present.

The werewolf growled.

Compound sentences: These contain two or more ideas (main clauses), 
connected by a coordinating conjunction.

The werewolf growled and stalked the oblivious girl.

Complex sentences: These contain two (or more) ideas – one as a main 
clause and the other as a subordinate clause. If the subordinate clause is 
placed at the beginning of the sentence, it requires a comma before the main 
clause is written.

The werewolf growled while stalking the oblivious girl.
While stalking the oblivious girl, the werewolf growled.

time? place?

topic? person?

Synonyms

Words that have the 
same or similar
meaning.

hot → boiling → scorching

Antonyms

Words that have the 
opposite meaning.

hot → cold

determiner + adjective + noun

several furious frogs
determiners

Relative clauses using brackets

My grandma (who is eighty-five) is a roller-skating champion.
I enjoy visiting my grandma (who is a roller-skating champion.

Relative clauses using dashes

My grandma - who is eighty-five - is a roller-skating champion.

Relative clauses using commas

My grandma, who is eighty-five, is a roller-skating champion.

Johnny reminded 

us, “Always begin 
a new speaker on 

a new line!”

“Take care with 
your 

punctuation,” 
he added.

Instead of ‘said’, try:
shouted ~ yelled ~ called ~ laughed ~ giggled ~ cried 
~  whispered ~ muttered ~ explained ~ exclaimed ~ 

questioned ~ announced ~ protested ~ argued ~ 
sighed ~ moaned ~ complained ~ disagreed ~ agreed 

~ lied ~ admitted

Apostrophes for omission

can’t # won’t # doesn’t # shan’t # didn’t # could’ve # would’ve


